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Overview

SnapSports floors should be kept as clean as possible. Daily cleaning with a dust mop or
the like is highly recommended. Grit from dust and dirt will cause micro-abrasions on the
flooring that tend to dull the surface and make it harder to keep clean.

Floor Care Maintenance Program
MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS:
Daily Cleaner

CENTI Cleaner is a super-concentrated no-rinse floor cleaner formulated with biodegradable
surface-active agents. CENTI Cleaner removes surface dirt without diminishing the shine. CENTI
Cleaner lifts and neutralizes haze left by chemical ice melt products. Use daily at 2 oz./gallon. CENTI
Cleaner can be mopped on or used in automatic scrubbers. It is neutral pH so it will not dull or strip
any finish, and has a pleasant floral fragrance.

Daily Maintaner/Cleaner

CENTI Maintainer is a cleaner / maintainer for automatic scrubber or mop-on use. Floors
maintained with CENTI Maintainer require less re-coating with floor finish. CENTI Maintainer
repairs scuffing and scratching while leaving a micro layer that dries to a gloss appearance. Highly
economical - use only 2 oz. per gallon for daily maintenance. CENTI Maintainer is formulated with
biodegradable surface active agents.

Periodic Finish Stripper

CENTI Strip is a super-concentrated floor finish stripper. CENTI Strip is fast-penetrating and simple
to use. CENTI Strip has been designed to be especially effective on today's Green finishes. Has a
low odor, non-rinse, non-butyl formula.

Surface Restoration Coat

Restore is an environmentally preferred, acrylic floor finish. This low odor finish has exceptional
performance properties and can be maintained with conventional procedures. Restore finish
contains no zinc or other heavy metals that can be harmful to wastewater treatment systems.
Restore is not to be used on new flooring.

Directions for Use
DAILY MAINTENANCE
Equipment:
Mop bucket or automatic floor scrubber**

Cleaning Products:
CENTI Maintaner

Directions:
Clean all surfaces with dust mop. Mix a solution of CENTI Maintainer with water in mop
bucket or solution tank of automatic scrubber, at a dilution rate of 2 oz. per gallon of water.
Mix thoroughly. Apply solution per your chosen application method and allow to dry fully.
For deep black marks use the Oil Flo Black Mark Remover and a tennis ball on a stick or a
red scrubber pad.

**All walk-behind auto scrubbers are fine to use on our flooring. These are ”floating floors”, so care must be
taken when using a ride-on auto scrubber. Avoid excessive speed, especially when cornering as the mass of
the machine can move the floor. If a wave develops at the front wheel, discontinue use of the ride-on machine
and utilize a walk-behind machine.
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WEEKLY MAINTENANCE
Equipment:
Mop bucket, Mop & 175–200 RPM buffer
Optional: Auto scrubber with red pad

Cleaning Products:
CENTI Cleaner

Directions:
Clean all surfaces with dust mop. Mix a solution of CENTI Maintainer with water in mop
bucket or solution tank of automatic scrubber, at a dilution rate of 2 oz. per gallon of water.
Mix thoroughly. Apply solution per your chosen application method and allow to dry fully.
For deep black marks use the Oil Flo Black Mark Remover and a tennis ball on a stick or a
red scrubber pad.
COMPLETE SURFACE CLEAN / STRIP
Equipment:
Mop bucket, Mop & 175–200 RPM buffer
Optional: Auto scrubber with red pad

Cleaning Products:
CENTI Strip

Directions:
Clean all surfaces with dust mop. Mix a solution of CENTI Strip with water in mop bucket
or solution tank of automatic scrubber, at a dilution rate of 2 oz. per gallon of water. Mix
thoroughly. Apply solution per your chosen application method. Agitate area with buffer
until product foams and cleans surface. Wet vacuum or mop to remove residue. Allow to
dry. You can also use an auto scrubber for larger applications.
COMPLETE SURFACE RESTORATION
Equipment:
Mop bucket, Mop & 175–200 RPM buffer
Optional: Auto scrubber with red pad

Cleaning Products:
CENTI Strip; CENTI Finish

Directions:
Clean all surfaces with dust mop. Mix a solution of CENTI Strip with water in mop bucket
or solution tank of automatic scrubber, at a dilution rate of 2 oz. per gallon of water. Mix
thoroughly. Apply solution per your chosen application method. Agitate area with buffer
until product foams and cleans surface. Wet vacuum or mop to remove residue. Allow to
dry. You can also use an auto scrubber for larger applications. Do not start the next step
until floor is completely dry.

For smaller areas, apply a thin coat of CENTI Finish with a microfiber or similar mop. When
dry, apply a second as before, but try to apply at a 90 degree angle to the first application.
Apply additional coats, if needed in the same manner.
For larger areas, the process works best with two people. Get a small (1–2 gallon) poly
garden sprayer from a hardware store. Also get a small, rectangular headed mop with a
long handle. While the first person sprays a fine mist of CENTI Finish in a manageable area,
the second person uses the mop to apply a smooth consistent coating. When dry, apply
a second as before, but try to apply at a 90 degree angle to the first application. Apply
additional coats, if needed in the same manner.
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ANTI-STATIC
Equipment:
Mop bucket & Mop
Optional: Sprayer

Cleaning Products:
Anti-Static

Directions:
Dilute anti-static liquid 1:4 in water (1 part anti-static, 4 parts water) or per directions.
Apply light coat to surface with either mop or with sprayer/mop combination. Do not allow
solution to puddle. Allow to dry.
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